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Authors are grateful to the Referee #2 for his/her comments and interesting sugges-
tions. Below, please find our replies to each issue raised, and the proposed changes
to the text. A more readable version of our replies is attached.

1) First, the adopted fitness definition deserves a more robust discussion and moti-
vation in the manuscript. Moreover, the authors should mention if they performed an
investigation on alternative metrics. In fact, according to the literature, the adopted
fitness can significantly affect the results of calibration procedures, both in terms of
achieved maximum and potential overfitting (which affects validation accuracy).
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We agree with the Referee, and propose to extend the discussion on the adopted
fitness, also providing an example of computation, by including the following sentences.

Page 1240, after line 4: “For instance, if two dates of activation are available, the
obtained fitness is Ðd’u = 1 + 1

2 = 1.5 if both are well captured by the mobility function
(i.e. they correspond to the highest peaks). On the other hand, in case only one of the
dates is captured and the remaining one ranks fifth, Ðd’u = 1 + âĚŢ = 1.2.”

Page 1252, after line 10: “In this study, a 2-steps efficiency criterion was employed:
the relative position of the peaks of the mobility function with respect to the dates
of landslide activation was first considered, and the fitness computed. Based on the
value of ∆Zcr, the obtained solutions were further ranked. Average, synthetic filter
functions can then be computed by selecting the best 100 kernels for successive val-
idation purposes. Alternative metrics (cf., among the others, Krause et al., 2005) for
the fitness function are being tested. However, due to uncertainties concerning input
data (i.e. rainfall and dates of landslide activation), the adoption of sophisticated tech-
niques does not sound very promising. In addition, problems of over-fitting may depend
on both data uncertainties and number of parameters. Commonly, kernels character-
ized by a complex pattern (and then by many parameters) are needed for simulating
groundwater dynamics (Pinault et al., 2001). Nevertheless, more complex kernels do
not necessarily imply higher predictive uncertainties (Fienen et al., 2010; Long, 2015).
Still, the adopted discrete approach allows focusing only on the timing of the peaks of
the mobility function, thus somehow relieving the computational effort. Due to the cited
uncertainties in input data, a “temporal window” was in fact employed to help matching
dates of activation with the peaks of the mobility function. Further attempts of defining
the fitness function by different metrics, and the analysis of its effects on calibration and
validation, are being considered against another case study (San Benedetto Ullano, in
Calabria, Southern Italy), whose mobility phases have been recently monitored by the
same authors (Iovine et al., 2010; Capparelli et al., 2012).”

2) As for the family of “optimal kernels”, my advice is to better explain such a concept.
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In fact, a single-objective GA typically provides a single optimal (or “best”) individual,
thus the mentioned concept of “family of optimal kernels” provided by the procedure can
confuse the reader. The same applies to the concept of “average kernels” introduced in
section 5. Currently, the reader has to struggle to understand why the authors average
kernels when they have a “best kernel”, or what is the origin of the 100 averaged
kernels.

We agree with the Referee, but up to date - in the performed experiments related to
real case studies - we never got a single “best solution” much better than the rest.
Commonly, a set of optimal solutions with rather similar fitness were instead obtained.
That is why we chose to average a number of individuals to synthetize the kernel to
be used for validation. Accordingly, we propose to extend the discussion both on the
family of optimal kernels and on the average kernel, by including the following period.

Page 1241, after line 6: “Differently from what usually experienced in rainfall-runoff
models, GASAKe therefore provide multiple equivalent solutions - i.e. a number of
optimal kernels with same fitness, Ðd’u, despite different shapes. This may depend
on the limited number of available dates of activations, and on other noises in input
data (e.g. rain gauges located too far from the site of landslide activation; inaccurate
information on dates of activation or on the phenomenon). The adoption of synthetic
kernels – e.g. obtained by averaging a suitable set of optimal kernels – allows to
synthetize the family of results for successive practical applications: in this work, the
best 100 kernels obtained for each case study were in fact utilized to synthetize average
kernels to be employed for validation purposes.”

3) Also, in section 6, it is not clear why the progressive calibration procedure was also
labelled as “self-adaptive”.

The term “self-adaptive” was actually used to stress the ability of the model to react
to input changes, such as new dates of landslide activations and more prolonged rain-
fall series. This feature represents a major advantage of the model. In particular, the
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self-adaptive procedure of progressive calibration was performed by considering an in-
creasing number of dates of activation to mimic the adoption of the model in a landslide
warning system. Obtained results underlined how GASAKe easily self-adapt to exter-
nal changes by optimizing its performances with increasing fitness values. To better
explain the above issues, we would propose to modify the manuscript as follows.

Page 1248, line 5, replace “simulate the occurrence of known landslide activations”
with “to react and self-adapt to input changes, like new dates of landslide activation,”.

Page 1248, line 7, replace “In particular,” with “To simulate the adoption of GASAKe in
a landslide warning system,”.

Page 1251, line 5, at the end of the sentence, please add: “Accordingly, the results of
the progressive procedure underlined how GASAKe can easily self-adapt to external
changes by optimizing its performances, providing increasing fitness values”.
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Please also note the supplement to this comment:
http://www.geosci-model-dev-discuss.net/8/C585/2015/gmdd-8-C585-2015-
supplement.pdf
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